
 

Reading 
 

I would like to give you the opportunity to read some quality  
poems not “traditionally” discussed in high schools—  
Some of these poems are violent. 
Some of these poems are abstract. 
Some of these poems are sexual. 
Some of these poems are mundane. 
All of these poems are challenging, some more than you think at  

first glance—and those of you who dismiss them do so at your 
own peril and loss. 

 

Read and get to know three or four poems from five to six poets  
(that’s eighteen to twenty-four poems).  By “get to know,” I  
invite you into the kind of intimacy we built with some of the poems we 
manuscripted and worked on for several days. 
 

You’ll find at least three poems you like.  Or you will keep reading  
until you do.  (PS) When you find poems you like, feel free to photo- 
copy them and hang them in the reading corner or on the door…wherever 
you can find a spot. 

 
Writing 
 

For each poet you read, write 
ONE journal entry that describes 
what you notice about that poet’s 
style (what kinds of tools, voice, 
personality emerge from reading 
his/her poems) based on careful 
attention to detail… and then list 
which poems you read. 
 
For each of the three poems you 
like, write a journal entry that 
describes reasons why you liked 
it—this entry could be as short as 
a paragraph. 
 
A reminder about journals:  I 
will follow the requirements for 
journal conferences more strictly 
third tri than I did first tri.   
 
You  now have experience with 
writing quality journal entries 
when you were writing them for 
journal checks.  I expect the 
SAME LEVEL OF WORK 
consistently in your journal, even 
when I’m not “checking” daily.  
That’s what it means to be an 
honors student; and it’s also 
what it means to be prepared for 
your final journal interview. 
Nabokov, Perrine, Foster!  Use 
'em! Use ‘em!  Use ‘em! 
 
 
 

Creating (not required) 
I suggest that you find a creative way to respond to one or more 
of the poems you enjoyed.  Depending on how significant your 
effort is, I might be persuaded to make this extra credit. 
 
 

• Write a poem in imitation 
• Create a visual piece in response 
• Memorize parts of the poem.   
• Recite the poem to the class individually—or get a choral 

reading of the poem together with some of your 
classmates—I know, I know.  This is high-bar…but it’s 
an option! 

• Type up the poem and put it on nice paper and hang it in 
your room—or here in the classroom. 

• Think outside the box and invent your own creative way 
to respond to the poem… 
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